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That Was Then, This Is Now
From the Editor

I wish I was a kid again, when I had all the answers – 
S.E. Hinton, That was then, this is now.

Hello and welcome to the summer edition of Roomers. 
That was then, this is now. For this issue we 

have chosen the title of a 1970’s teenage novel as our 
inspiration. Not the content, just the title. It’s a funny 
thing, someone suggested it as a possible theme and 
no-one in the weekly writing group remembered the 
actual book or what it was about, just the title. It 
sticks in your mind and feels good to say. The book, 
just so you know, was written by S.E. Hinton in 1971 
and was the sequel to her first book, The Outsiders, 
which she published while still at high school. I’m 
sure you could pick up a copy in the teenage section 
of your local library if you were curious about a 
coming of age story that looks at class war between 
hippies and greasers in Oklahoma in the 1960’s. 
But that’s not what we’re talking about here.  

The important thing here is that the contributors to 
this magazine have taken the title as a starting point 
to write about the past and the present and things in 
between and used it as an opportunity to examine 
memories and stories. In this issue the writers cover 
a lot of geography with stories that will take you to 
Sumba, a remote eastern Island of Indonesia, to Texas 
in the US, and Strood, a small Midlands town in 
England. Curious? Please read on.

The free weekly Roomers workshop finishes in 
late December and starts up again in February 2019.  
If you’d like to come along give me a call on 9531 
1954 or send an email to outreach@esnlc.com.au. 
We’d love to see you.
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What is Roomers?

Almost all contributors to Roomers are residents or former residents of rooming 
houses, private hotels or supported residential services in St Kilda, East St Kilda, 
South and Port Melbourne and Elwood. Roomers is distributed free to residents 
of rooming houses, private hotels and supported accommodation across the City 

of Port Phillip. It is also distributed to local cafes, community centres, libraries, 
laundromats, galleries, book stores and various places where people congregate.

The Roomers project recruits local writers, artists, photographers, journalists and 
cartoonists to work as volunteer mentors with contributors.

Mentors meet with resident contributors to assist them with their creative material.

If you would like to become a contributor or mentor or a friend  
of Roomers please contact Philippa Armstrong on 9531 1954 or write to  

PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send an email: outreach@esnlc.com.au
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The Woman 
in the Doorway

 by Simon Andrewartha

The woman staring through the security door 
with the ‘80s hairdo. What’s she staring at? Is she 
staring at anything at all?

Maybe The Terminator has rung the doorbell 
and is asking for Sarah Connor. Her hairdo fits  
the bill. She could be about to breathe her last 
breath. The Terminator terminating her every-day 
reality, permanently.

A terminator rampaging through the suburbs 
would liven things up a bit. At least until the 
inevitable. Maybe she is not so fortunate to have 
an exit for her soulless existence 
delivered right to her doorstep. 
Is she staring at the future in her 
mind’s eye, only to find that there 
is nothing there, like staring at the 
inside of an empty fridge?

It’s a worry. Disturbing. 
People in South America don’t 
have this kind of problem. Recently I went back 
to visit friends in Argentina. One of the last old 
buddies I caught up with was Monica Noemi 
Bonaventura Cherubine, and her friend/lover/
partner-in-crime, (I was never sure of the precise 
nature of their relationship), Ricardo. Ricardo was 
a retired trucker with big forearms, a black leather 
vest and long grey hair, parted in the middle, which 
gave me the impression of a modern-day Latino 
version of D’Artagnon, of the Four Musketeers. 

When I first met Monica, she ran a cafe 
in the South of Buenos Aires, where I hung out 
while waiting for the delivery of my brand new 
Volkswagen pick-up. That was six years ago. A lot 
had happened since then.

Man that Volkswagen Amarok pick-up, or 
camioneta as they called it, was good. The best car 
I’d ever owned. Manufactured in Brazil, then re-
assembled in Argentina - no wonder bits kept falling 
off it. German quality subverted by Latin expedience. 

As it turned out, I only had to wait two weeks 
for my Amarok, or my Amarokeando, as Monica 
called it, around Argentina. Normally, it would 
have been closer to a two-month wait, from the 
time you paid in full, to delivery. I was lucky. I was 
lucky to have Monica oversee the hand-over at 
the dealership. I was lucky to meet Monica. She 
was a good hand and a good soul, as her surname 
Cherubine suggested.

Monica however, was not so lucky. About a 
year after I left the capital in my pick-up, Monica 

sent an email saying that she had 
bought the exact same model 
pick-up, an Amarok. Loved it. Then, 
about another year later, I received 
another email: Monica had been 
driving with her mum in the Capital 
Federal and had stopped by the 
road to quickly go to an ATM or 

something, and, in the short time she was gone, 
thieves had broken into her Amarok and made off  
in it at high speed, taking her mother with them.

Fortunately, the thieves, chorros as they are 
known in Argentine Spanish, crashed the vehicle 
in their haste to get away, and Monica’s mum, like 
a good, quick-thinking Argentine, ever alert, seized 
the day, jumped out, and ran to freedom and safety. 
The Amarok was a write-off.

I don’t know. In the light of that story, (which 
is more common over there than you would think); 
it really doesn’t sound wise. It doesn’t sound 
advisable. I wouldn’t recommend it to anyone, 
unless they were desperate.

But, if I had that vacant stare in my eyes, or 
you had it and you were my friend; I’d say to you, 
in the unemotional, sinister voice of The Terminator, 
“Sarah Connor. GET….OUT!! Get ON A PLANE.” 
Or on a boat, (if the apocalypse has already hit); 
and get yourself to Argentina!“
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Joined him in his walk
He cried deep, heavy sobs
Where had his family gone?
Where in all this trauma had he lost his job?
Within his remote silence people didn’t even  
know if he spoke English.

Said his name was Jan
He was an isolated man
He walked the psychiatric floor
Depression often so deep he couldn’t find tears

I’m not a man to claim that I’ve done
Many good things in my life
But I identified with Jan – we walked together
Through the cold of that winter in time
Continued to walk with each other
Gradually, talked
Shared our feelings, lost hopes and imaginary goals

Reached a point where we actually shared

Where are you Jan?
I wonder if you know how much you helped me
As we walked that same psychiatric floor
You enriched my life.

In spirit we always walk that same floor together.

Nicholas dived into
The mouth of a shark
Who vomited 
Him up again
Didn’t taste so good
It was an occupational
Hazard.
Diving among the sharks
He was as thin as a reed
No food or drink
Was consumed
Before diving
It was an occupational hazard.

No women were 
Allowed on-board ship
They were an occupational hazard.

After work though
Sometimes they met him 
At the pub
Some were like sharks
Only interested in his money.
Occupational hazard.

Same Floor
by Joe Fred

Diver Nick
by Marygrace Levakis

Not Your Song
by Gary Martin

Look
by Gary Martin
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On a midnight note
Had our song

But even as I wrote
Knew I was wrong

In a gentle way asked you to stay
On guitar in a musical way
But you were strong
And I was lost
All along
Couldn’t sing
Not your song

Lonely eyes
Lonely eyes
Like reflection in a deep blue pool
Never met another moonlight
Lonely eyes

Only eyes

Don’t go!
Let me fill myself, my soul

With that look
That look!

Now it seems
Some simple words
Some gentle chords
Simple tell, a little acoustic flair
Trundling along, a little song
It’s all what is, it’s all what’s there
But full of my heart

Full of my heart
Living life again from the start
But still can’t sing 

Not your song

I remember when I didn’t dream. Or, more to the point, when I couldn’t remember my dreams.  
I won’t presume to bore you with the whys and whens of these so called lost decades.

Not lost decades. More like restful sleep. Imagine if this is true.

Our perceived dreams have been collected into a program that creates logarithms
that are constantly doled out to and accessible by all living humans.

I am not suggesting that this is happening, but if you believe in dreaming and
that dreams are a manifestation of our psyche life.

Will we not always dream of what we should be thinking or what we should be doing?
Or how we should be living.
We realign our plans.
Will this help us to reassess our perceived thoughts?

Wouldn’t it be better to try a mixture of mindfulness, yoga, cognitive behavioural
theory, volunteering and then to go on and study subjects that you are truly
connected to and are powerfully interested in, as part of a collective process to
assist one through a complex maze of the triangle of Haslow’s hierarchy of needs.

How’s that going for you so far?

Not too time rich anymore? Too busy being positive whilst conscious?

There is one option left for you: ...continue to dream and just hope, and in the end
for an eventual personal best.
This will happen before you wake and, again... you just can’t quite remember the
details of last night’s dream. 

Untitled
by Jack Chadwick

Artwork: Pen Pal
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That was then
The Hanks family owned a dairy farm on the 

outskirts of Strood, a small town adjacent to the 
Medway towns, a hundred acres of pasture for 60 
milking cows, Friesians, Ayrshires, Shorthorns, and  
one Jersey cow.

The Hanks: Eddie, gregarious, charming, single 
and 25; his elder brother Raymond, dour, quiet, a 
troubled look and 50; and Mrs Hanks, frail, tiny, cranky 
and in her 70’s.

I saw her only once on a Xmas day. I’d been invited 
into the house for breakfast, first and last time I was in 
that house. I carried my plate of eggs and bacon from 
the kitchen to the breakfast table and the plate slid out 
of my hands, landing on Mrs Hank’s lap. I went bright 
red with embarrassment, but later, with Eddie’s good 
humor, we had a good laugh.

From 1962 to 1965, weekends and holidays, I 
bicycled the six miles from my home in the village of 
Hoo for the seven am milking and four pm milking at 
Hank’s farm. The last mile was ¼ incline; Elm Tree Hill, 
coasting down in rain, sunshine, snow, or wind; going 
home was tough.

Hand milking is a memory; now Alfa Laval buckets, 
their power from an air line that applies suction to four 
milk cups connected to the four teats on the udder  
of a cow. The miracle of breath, in and out, in out…

 I loved the earthy smells of cows, the hot, 
molasses breath, cow-shit, fresh warm milk, alkaline 
smells of the cowshed. The routine: each cow tethered 
to the wall, a bucket of crushed oats tipped into the 
trough, crouched, took the bucket of warm water and 
cloths, washed the four teats, checked for mastitis, lifted 
the cups on, dipped the teats with iodine after taking off 
the cups.

The shed had ten iron rings on the wall and ten 
food bins. Sweet memory: racy jokes, songs on the radio, 
push-pull, suction sounds of the air-lines, the warm musty 
smells in summer, the hoary frost smells in winter. The 
cows know their place in the queue, I got to know their 
personalities; Rosy, placid, soon as she’s tied up, urinates, 
Tizzy, the bad tempered Aryshire, regularly kicked me. 
Julie, the wild Friesian heifer; I roped her hind leg to the 
wall; Jill, a pendulous udder, moos constantly, Joan, the 
one-eyed Brown Shorthorn, her last lactation before the 
knackers yard; Grumps, the bad-tempered Jersey, high 
butterfat in her milk. Brenda, the old shorthorn cross, her 
tail whipped to and fro regardless of flies; Jane the fidget, 
her hooves in a kind of Irish tap dance.

I carried the full buckets to the milk room and 
tipped the milk over the lip of the cooler. The milk 
trickled down through the filter and into the ten-
gallon churn, for pick up by the milk van each day. The 
afternoon milk was locked in the dairy overnight to be 
collected with the morning milk. By the end of each 
milking I was splattered with manure on shirt, pants, and 
wellington boots.

 During summer I walked the cows back to the 
meadow, the dewy freshness dotted with buttercups and 
daises in rich, green sward. In winter I walked them to 
the kale field to eat off a strip of the dewy stalks full of 
carbohydrate and protein, fenced off by the electric wire.

After breakfast I scraped the yard into piles of 
manure then shoveled it into the spreader to fertilize  
the meadows.

This is now
May 2000, I was a dairyman at the McLean’s 

farm on the outskirts of Camden Town, Sydney; four 
hundred Friesian cows milked at 5am and 3pm. The 
Rotolactor, is a slow moving carousel; cows stand 
patiently as they let down their milk, then prodded off 
the revolving stainless steel platform, the feed amount 
digitalized, readings from computerized data for each 
cow, dependant on their time producing milk, estrous 
cycle, age, health, mastitis status for each cow, nozzles 
in the platform automatically washing the teats and 
udders, the computer screen at each bay, detecting for 
signs of mastitis. The cows had a barcode stamped on 
the forehead at birth. Automatic release of the cups, 
auto exit gate, scans of cows when entering and exiting, 
x-ray of the udder, milk carried in stainless steel lines 
to the refrigerated stainless steel bulk tanks; platform, 
holding yard hosed with steam, antiseptic fluid turned 
on with the press of a button; switch operated gates to 
the computerized operated monitored fields, no dogs 
in sight, no walking in the morning air to the sound of 
thrushes and cuckoos in the meadow.

Yes, there’s something missing; the clank of 
buckets, a cup of warm milk before tipping into the 
cooler, the comradeship, the cheerful DJ on the radio.

The Dairyman
by Roderick Waller

South Melbourne. 4th October 2018
Events and names true. 1962 and 2000

 I miss the smell of fresh warm milk, emerald 
green pastures, sunshine, snow and rain, lowing of the 
cows following in regal steady gait, me with my stick, 
overalls and wellies, listening to the grassy dew breath 
of the cows, my sing-song, “get up, get up there,” the 
squawking of a flock of starlings frightened by the early 
morn movement swooping to the woods over the fence, 
startled singing thrushes and chattering finches flutter 
and flap from the hedgerows. 

The government then subsidised milk to school 
children, a quart-pint of milk for each schoolboy and 
school girl. Families on the housing estates, cottages 
had pint bottles of milk delivered, left on the ledges of 
front doors.

There’s a note in the neck of an empty bottle at 
number 35 requesting, “three pints today please.” Or a 
note at 30, Knights Road, “No milk for two weeks, going 
on holiday.” The milk van drives around, lads earn pocket 
money running to and fro to the doorsteps, the merry 
milkman whistling. That was then. This is now: No home 
deliveries, no lads dashing up and down pathways, no 
rattling of the crates of bottles, no exuberant laughter

Now milk is packaged in plastic; the check-out guy 
says; “tap on visa” sir? Or “Your rewards card Madam?” 

I miss the 60’s, the cow byre, men ribbing the 
farm lads, song and laughter, smell of bacon as the men 
finish the chores after the milking. 
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I accept that I have a mental health issue and the 
proof is in the pudding. My thoughts during one 
psychosis were that I controlled everything. 

• That the birds in the trees were twittering for 
me and people were relaying themselves to 
me through them.

• That I was communicating to my father through 
water boiling in a saucepan.

• That I had created cable network television  
in Australia which beamed out to the world 
with all the programs designed by me.

• That the music I played in my flat fed out to  
the whole world.

• That my words were relayed out to the world.
• That I was being filmed in my flat and  

televised worldwide.
• That I may be assassinated.
• That I’d written a short novel which would  

be read by the millions all around the world.
• That everyone in the hospital were actors 

except me.

As you can see I believed I was the world leader. I 
even went as far as dividing the world into segments 
believing fully that this would be implemented.

My other two psychotic episodes were similar in 
respect that I was the Higher Power. I’ve now had 
three psychotic episodes and clinical depression 
and am now diagnosed with Bipolar disorder. Now 
I accept this and am no longer in denial but in the 
same breath I hope, like at the moment, that my 
condition remains stable and I can lead a fuller life 
and a more satisfying one. Now I have goals.

Now: the heat, even this early in the day, is stifling. 
He hasn’t slept at all, it seems, or that’s how it 
feels, and how it feels is all he has. Gritted eyes, 
fuzzed mind, he prepares a pot of coffee. That 
always works to make him feel better, and as it 
brews and beads of water form on the walls of the 
pot, so beads of sweat pop behind his knees, at 
his neck, belly, back, drip to his buttocks. The sun, 
low, promises to rise and sear again. The clock 
says 6 AM. He drinks a cup of coffee swiftly, then 
another. Hot, delicious, it makes him feel of the 
world, of the day, yet still a tiredness weights him. 
He pulls on swimming trunks, a loose shirt. His 
towel he grabs from the side of the bath, keys 
from the hallway, and he walks the five minutes to 
the sea wall. He’s nearly alone down there, it’s just 
gulls, two dogwalkers, a couple of noisy teenaged 
skinnydippers after an all-nighter. Prompted by 
their brazenness he also strips completely, spreads 
the towel along the base of the wall and lies. The 
sun, though hot, is no danger, not yet. He shuts 
his eyes against the bright. Absorbs sounds, of the 
seabirds, of waves, of clouds rustling in the sky, of 
contracting and expanding sandgrains. Breaths and 
hushes come in gentle undulations, over and over, 
over and over, and tranquility washes him, and 
sleep arrives quickly.

Then: he woke. Where? It was difficult to say 
with any certainty. On his back, looking up into an 
inky sky. Night, then. Yes, surely. No sun, for one 
thing, and no heat, and that strange metallic light 
that seeps from neon. No moon visible, though. 
Lack of immediate noise, only the distant and 
hollow sounds of night. His eyelids were stiff, he 
noticed. Strange, like dried glue. His mouth held no 
fluid, lips like paper. Then he smelled beach. That 
metallic briny tang from cold waves. He shifted his 
neck, his head, this way, that, to look left and to the 
right, but stiffness there, and there. Everywhere. 
He shivered. Naked, he was, sensed it from the 
breeze tickling and cooling, a sensation of the night, 
touching. He tried to move his hands, arms, legs, 
anything, but nothing would respond. Hurt would 
arrive later, but not much later, and with it memory 
and the knowledge that a searing had come, had 
gone, leaving him

I Accept
by Anthony Cheshire

The Searing
by Barry Lee Thompson

Three, maybe four months back I sat on this bench,
     the park otherwise empty. 

At the height of cut grass a string of leaves tumbled in a chill northerly. 
 Stripped branches black on green despite grey sky.

Warm northerly today, park full. September: 
     we’ve already had bush fires. 

  A week after ‘disastrous’ by-elections 
the Federal Guvment & mainstream media discover drought. 

Suits discarded, Akubras out of mothballs, morning TV 
descends on paddocks, the elephants in the biggest room 

ungulates, coal & cotton. The world turns, seasons creep.
    Business as usual. Who’da thunk it?

Business  
as Usual
by Paul Harper
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Delicate Mind 
by Anna Gould

Jeremy was stuck alone in his car for thirty minutes before the ambulance 
came. He was in deep, over his head. Was she dead? He thought. All he could 
remember was slamming on the breaks at the lights. His leg seemed to be stuck 
in one spot, and he could feel a level of dread rising through his chest and into 
his throat. Had he killed her? All he could think about was the yelp he heard as he 
entered the intersection and struck the dog. 

Jeremy was already anxious by the time the paramedics broke open the 
driver door. It had jammed during the accident and was somehow locked. He 
knows that there is something wrong and wonders if the police will question him. 
There has been a faint blacking out. At first he noticed he was falling asleep at the 
park bench when he had finished his sandwich. But today he had dozed off at the 
wheel and struck an animal.

Once the paramedics had him out of the vehicle he started to panic. Was 
he losing his mind? He was naturally a little claustrophobic and the police wanted 
to talk to him while he sat in the back of the ambulance. There was a sense of 
urgency in their voices. Jeremy was confused and started to feel the whooshing 
sound of an airplane in the distance. Was he just imagining things?

As the ambulance drove off he looked back and saw a frightful scene. A 
young woman lay on the road with people all around her. She was dead, he had 
killed her. In his heart he had hoped she was a domestic pet. But he was now a 
murderer. She was gone. And he was on his way to St Vincent’s hospital.

The police met Jeremy at the hospital. He was questioned for two hours 
before he fell asleep with a pounding headache. He called a lawyer friend and 
asked for help. She raced to the hospital and tried to calm him. The next day he 
discovered he had a fractured knee. That was the least of his worries. 

The air in the hospital smelt stale and putrid. He was on trial, and soon 
would be charged. But before he would even step into a court room, Jeremy 
would have to answer to the thoughts in his head, and the god on his dashboard, 
overlooking the scene, and casting judgement on his actions.

“I was a good boy, he said to his lawyer. I swerved and missed the dog, I 
am sure.” She shook her head and said “too late Jeremy. The psychiatrist will be 
here soon to evaluate your mental state”. He sighed a sigh of relief, and sipped on 
a coke. 

Death on a cold corner. Roadkill in the intersection between Palmer Street 
and Octavia Road. Little did she know that Jeremy was deluded, and her final cry 
for help set off a swift decline into psychosis for his delicate mind. 

I want to write about what I want when I die. When I die I’d like to be buried 
without a fancy headstone. Instead I’d like a tree to be planted over my grave with 
a little plaque. I’d like my family and friends to remember me as someone who 
struggled for the truth and who had obstacles to overcome. I’d like them to think 
about the parts of my life which inspired them. 

What I really want is to know is the truth. They say it sets you free. But I 
doubt I will ever know it in a way that will soothe me sufficiently. The truth is 
elusive and withheld by people in power. I have sacrificed my self, my sanity, and 
my days and nights, and still the truth escapes the room I have built for warmth. 

What I want is compassion to wash over me like a spa. I close my eyes and 
imagine a place I have only read about, where water is pure, as pure as healing.  
I close my eyes and see it clearly, home, the dimension I’ve been craving, 
seeking, knowing all my life. There are people who surround me as I enter that 
place, welcoming and forgiving, for they understand my journey. 

If I wanted any more from life I’d ask for endless opportunities to evolve and 
expand. That’s what the futurists say is the “new way”. To consciously evolve is a 
huge step, not for the faint at heart. It all links back in time to when I was a child 
playing with my brothers. We were running up and down the hallway to the front 
and back doors when suddenly I landed and fell through the glass at the front of 
the house. That night we were going to see the ice skating. 

I picked myself up off the shattered glass and ran around the front yard 
screaming and bleeding. This was my first true accident. I got the shock of my life. 
My father stuck band aids on my cuts and sat me down. 

If I could tell the past from the future I’d want YOU to understand ME and 
make it better. 
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I want 
to write 
about 
what I 
want…  
by Anna Gould
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As if I’m not gunna
Choose St Kilda 

There are places to hide in
St Kilda

You have to stay
Long enough

To find.

No one 
Can tell you

They must be found

Rocks + sea
Gulls + dogs

Parks

Stay in
Watch news

A man drove his SUV
Into a shop window

His four-month pregnant
Partner already fled

Into the shop for protection

In the court he sat
Stony faced

Not in St Kilda
In hell.

by Pen Pal

What if Monday wasn’t blue?
What if nobody was Kung Fu fighting?
What if Sally didn’t have a Mustang,
the Beach Boys a little Deuce coupe,
or Prince a little red Corvette?
What if Duncan drank Scotch?
What if, on Blueberry Hill, Jack & Jill found their thrill?
What if Bob Marley didn’t shoot the sheriff?
What if he did, & the bullet ricocheted,
took the deputy & Eric Clapton?
What if I fought the law & I won?
What if no-one let the dogs out?
What if the hokey pokey isn’t what it’s all about? 
What if you could touch this?
What if James Brown felt like shit?
What if the submarine was purple?
What if you always walked alone?
What if the road was short & straight?
What if Meatloaf did nothing for love?
What if love isn’t all you need?
What if the zeppelin wasn’t led?
What if the stairway lead to hell?
What if Jude didn’t take a sad song & make it better?
What if Bono found what he was looking for?
What if the chairman had ample satisfying activities?
What if Jeremiah was a rabbit?
What if you hit Britney two more times?
What if Devo didn’t whip it?
What if Madonna wasn’t like a virgin?
What if Madonna was a virgin?
What if the Bee Gees
had Boogie Woogie Flu or Rockin’ Pneumonia
instead of Saturday Night Fever?
What if the Monkees didn’t believe in day dreams?
What if Herman wasn’t a hermit?
What if Enery wasn’t the eighth?
What if Depeche Mode hated silence?
What if George Thorogood was thoroughly good?
What if she didn’t look like Eva Marie Saint in On The Waterfront?
What if we didn’t hear it through the grapevine?
What if nothin’s goin’ on?
What if Kate Bush didn’t run up that hill?
What if Michael Jackson stopped when we had enough?
What if Sgt. Pepper wasn’t lonely?
What if there were 98 luft balloons?
What if the hokey pokey is what it’s all about?

Escoffier’s Frog with Ennui 
by Paul Harper
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When I Lived in Indonesia
by Simon Andrewartha

Once Upon a Time
by Valdamere

When I lived in Indonesia between the years of 1992-1995, I visited the 
remote eastern island of Sumba. At that time, the last vestiges of Sumbanese 
megalithic culture were still widely practised. The Sumbanese dug out huge slabs 
of rock and moved them around on log rollers. These could be seen, looking like 
giant’s tables in the villages. Perhaps they still do this. I don’t know. 

Another practice they engaged in was the Pasola, a traditional annual 
bloodletting where warriors would charge and hurl spears at each other from 
horseback in single combat, rather like medieval jousting. The idea behind this 
practice was that, inevitably, somebody was going to get killed. Hopefully more 
than one person. 

The blood of the warriors spilt on the ground served as an offering of 
appeasement to Nature, and to hopefully secure a good harvest next season.  
The Sumbanese men only stopped using real metal spear-heads when the 
government stepped in 45 years ago and forbade it this required a police presence 
for the ban to be effectively enforced. Even without real spear-heads, copping an 
expertly thrown wooden javelin at full pelt, could easily spell the demise of an 
unlucky rider. 

The Sumbanese also had a couple of ways of foretelling the future. One way 
was to wait for a full moon and then go down to the beach and pull out a huge 
long worm, known as Nyale from the sand. The Nyale mysteriously comes close 
to the surface of the beach when the moon is full, and can be relatively easily 
found and yanked out. The Nyale can be one metre in length and extremely salty 
to the taste when cooked (I speak from experience). Its primary purpose of the 
Nyale was not to serve as a meal although that was a secondary one. 

Depending on what the village shaman, (or Dukun in Indonesian) observed 
of the Nyales, what they were doing down on the beach and if there were a lot of 
them or only a few, the shaman would make a prophesy for the coming year. 

In my opinion, the best story on traditional methods of predicting the future 
involved the humble chicken. Many tribal cultures have looked at the entrails of 
a chook to get inspiration on how to plan for the near to mid-term future. The 
Sumbanese were no different. But for me, the kicker was that, if the entrails of 
one fowl promised a dismal year ahead, the Sumbanese Dukun was undaunted. 
He simply cut open another feathered crystal ball and kept doing that until he got 
a better result!

This to me speaks very highly of the Sumbanese’ ingenuity and pro-active 
participation in their belief system. The bottom line seemed to be - don’t allow 
yourself to be stuck with something that doesn’t work for you. You are the boss, 
and not an abject slave of your religious/spiritual beliefs. While staying within their 
animistic beliefs, the Sumbanese were not afraid of ‘shaping’ them. 

This is a good lesson for everyone I think. The power of belief cannot be 
underestimated; and, in my opinion, in a world where life is challenging for all of 
us, the question of whether those beliefs are objectively true comes in at a very 
distant second place.
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Once upon a time when I was still a teenager, I joined the army.
I marched, I saluted and I kept myself in inspection order. This was so 

I would be seen as a fitting person to wear the uniform that three previous 
generations of my family had worn.

Now it’s been decades since wearing that symbol of service to my country.
It’s on special days like Anzac Day and Vietnam Veterans Day that I am taken 

back to my youth. On those days I can be seen with shoulders back and head 
held high with others who served. On those days I once again salute those who 
went before and didn’t come back. But this is now and the uniform once worn is 
invisible to all except those of our ilk.
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Christmas past
Delilah, a southern belle, sighed as she sat in 

her boudoir and looked in the mirror. A warm Texan 
breeze blew through the window and the stars 
shone high above the night sky casting a shadow 
upon the room. She thought of the medicine man 
at the carnival and recalled his impressive figure 
standing by the carousel and his hark.

All Ye, All Ye!
An herb to warm the spirits!
A tonic to cool the heat!
A lotion like the morning dew
And a potion for the feet!
Delilah laughed, delighted at the medicine man.

“Carpet bagger. Darn Yanks!” her father had said.
The medicine man had lifted his carpetbag so 

she could look inside. The contents were 
overflowing with glass bottles filled with potions 
and pink and yellow pills.

Delilah looked at herself in the mirror and 
rubbed the carpetbagger’s lotion around her worn 
cold eyes while she daydreamed about him.

Christmas present
He works on the local trawlers at night and 

returns home by day. 
She stands by the window gazing out. 

“We’re moving again,” she thinks to herself.
“What did he do this time?” She sighs and 

runs through her mind the boxes, the car, the van, 
the bills, new schools and new friends. Again.

She picks up the keys from the table and sees 
his dirty shirt lying on the laundry floor, stained 
with pink lipstick. There’s a coffee stain on the table 
and a cigarette butt in the ashtray. She quickly 
wipes down the table, empties the ashtray, and 
throws his dirty shirt in the laundry basket.  

“Hop in the car kids!”
“Yes mom!” they answer.

Christmas Past
by Tanya Page

She shuts the front door and then quickly 
pulls out of the driveway. First stop, the bottle shop.

“All right kids. One last party!” She pictures 
balloons and chips and cakes and feels her mind 
racing, feels happy. One last party.

Christmas future
A middle-aged lady emerges from her 

apartment and descends the broken steps. She 
gazes into the piazza to see her young boy playing, 
silhouetted against the hazy horizon. She leans 
against the thick stone doorway holding a whisky 
jar in one hand and a glass filled with ice and soda 
in the other. The young boy throws five lira down 
on the pebbly ground and grabs his wooden horse.

“Bello! Bello!” she calls to him as he jumps over 
the shiny coins which twinkle like gold in the sun.

“Grazie, grazie Mama,” he calls back and blows 
a kiss. Above the doorway where she stands is a 
neon-lit electronic sign attached to the grey tapestry 
of cement blocks of the building’s facade. On the 
electronic billboard a joker smiles and speaks.

“DENTURA BLANCO PRONTO!” he calls to the 
passersby and winks, holding a tube of toothpaste.

The boy calls out “MAMA! Mama, look at me! 
Clean teeth!”

She smiles and takes a swig of her cold 
whiskey and soda. She sucks an ice-cube and feels 
the slithery wet sensation cool the back of her 
throat. She holds the whisky jar up to the lights and 
her hand trembles as she thinks about where they 
will move once the building is demolished. 

“Where will we go”, she thinks and bites the 
glass. She blows a circular kiss to the boy, the 
wooden horse, the piazza and the joker above.

The sun sets on the busy street. The billboard 
flips to a new picture for liquid soap.

The young boy begins to rub his hands together.
“Look Mama, clean hands!”
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In Victorian times, stories were often written to entertain 
and uplift people in a time of despair and poverty.  

Many Christmas stories were ghost stories with a moral 
theme. This three part story reflects a fallen woman  
as she moves through different time periods, always 
struggling for her own identity and witnessing her  
own self-destruction while looking for redemption.
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Prescribed sleeping pill, side-effects: acute 
focusing, hyper-active, common sense on 
downward spiral, psychotic episodes.

Husband makes false start:
• Begins landscaping the backyard. Dumps pile of 

sand and loam, plants three pieces of turf, time 
spent: three hours.

• Starts to remove engine from the family car. 
Unscrews oil filter, removes fan-belt, time spent: 
four hours.

• Job list: mow ten lawns. Completes two, mower 
engine seizes, actual time spent: six hours

• Departs Kalgoorlie for Perth in work ute to buy 
plants and shrubs for business. Gets to Perth’s main 
train station, runs out of petrol, realises he forgot his 
wallet, bank cheques bounce. No cash, hitch-hikes 
back to Kalgoorlie.  
time spent: sixteen hours.

Husband: the home commando: 
Husband makes Sunday breakfast for family  
(wife, son, eight yr. daughter nine yr).
• Husband cooks overdone eggs, burnt bacon,  

burnt toast.
• Result: expects applause, family go hungry.
• Husband teaches wife how to vacuum.
• Result: follows her round the house checking.

Husband writes washing up schedules for wife,  
son, daughter. 

• Result: oversees, inspects for cleanliness.
• Husband teaches wife how to make the bed.
• Result: inspects, checks for crumpled sheets  

and hospital corners.  
Husband teaches wife to dust furniture.

• Result: inspects for smudges, dust trails. 
Husband gives daughter three hours tutoring  
how to clean house windows.

• Result: inspects for wipe, grease marks.

Husband on double dose of Ambien:
• Husband wears wife’s slippers in house.  

Refuses to give them up.
• Husband reads newspaper headlines at the top  

of his voice at breakfast table.
• Family keep heads down.
• Husband does the weekly shop, buys: 

10doz. eggs, 10kgs bacon, 10 litres milk,  
10 pkts rice crispies, 5 kgs sugar. 
10 super large cream cakes, 40 kgs potatoes, 
12 ctns beer,12 ctns smokes

• Spends the rent money, landlord delivers  
eviction notice.

• Husband next day demands loan from bank. 
Frightens the tellers, sets off teller counter  
steel shutters.

• Trades in the family car, pays deposit (from bank 
loan), for old second-hand Porsche Boxer 2-seater 
sports coupé.

• Brings car home. The next morning car doesn’t start.
• Returns to dealer, demands return of the family car. 

Police called to intervene.
• Family break down in tears.
• Locks himself in the garden shed, stays drunk for 

three days, and eats twenty pkts. of cheese and 
onion crisps, drinks four bottles of Vodka, three 
bottles of Scotch.

• Husband then goes to the cellar to get more vodka 
but instead turns on water tap in cellar  
and forgets.

• Returns to house, resumes role of kitchen commando.
• Family in state of hysteria, lock themselves in  

the bedroom.

Husband takes three times prescribed dose of Ambien 
and relaxes:
• Husband pleads with family to re-gather.
• Family warily re-enter.
• Husband now with renewed vigor reverts to home 

commander role. organizes bucket line for flooded 
wine cellar.

• Husband stands at top of the steps, counts the 
buckets, times the circuit.

• Family drop with fatigue
• Husband pre-sets TV channels for the week, 

content: football, darts, snooker, and cricket.
• Husband chooses rental DVD’s for the week, 

content: football, war, horror, porn, more football.
• Family in melt-down but remain subservient.
• Husband sets bed-time: kids, 7pm, wife, 8pm, 

husband, whenever.
• Husband sets wake-up schedule:  

kids, 6am, clean their father’s shoes, and take  
out garbage. Wife, 6.30am, iron his clothes and cook 
hot breakfast Monday to Saturday (special treat, he 
cooks breakfast on Sunday). Husband, wakes up 
whenever. 

• Wife sees councilor, considers divorce.  
Kids consider running away.

• Family feel an overwhelming sense of relief when 
husband leaves the house.

• Husband organizes family vacation: one week in 
London for FA Cup final, books camp-site for wife and 
kids, books single room for himself at the Savoy.

• One week at Munich beer fest, single room at 
Munich Savoy, campsite for wife and kids.

• Family arrive back home in Melbourne and wife  
and kids take charge.

• Wife and kids update travel documents.
• Wife empties her secret bank account.
• Wife empties box of Ambien down the loo.
• Wife and kids steal away at 3am (hubbie’s in his 

shed, drunk).
• Wife and kids reach the ticket counter at the Qantas 

desk, Melbourne airport.
• Wife beseeches, “Give me tickets anywhere one 

way please. Yes, Cuba is fine.”
• Husband returns to house after binge drinking.
• Husband reads the note on the fridge door, ‘Me and 

the kids booked into a sanatorium. Don’t expect us 
home’.

• Husband is nonplussed.
• “Why would they want to leave me?” He whimpers.
• Searches for the Ambien. Breaks into a sweat.

A Husband on Ambien 
by Roderick Waller
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How about becoming a friend of Roomers?

For as little as $50 per year you can help Roomers keep going.  
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as 
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops. 

Friends of Roomers receive:

2 copies of Roomers posted annually 
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches 

A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly

Individual (low income): $50 per year  
Individual (cashed up): $60 per year 

Not for profit organisations: $70 per year 
Others: $90 per year 

We want your stories and poems and songs and  
articles and musings and photos and artwork.

And we want them now.

When you send your work in please include your name and address so 
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can be 

anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.

Contact Philippa Armstrong on 9531 1954 or  
write to PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or  

send us an email: outreach@esnlc.com.au




